NII Subscribed Journals
National Institute of Immunology maintains a broad collection of journals / databases, Current Protocols
and Annual Reviews apart from the DeLCON. (The Department of Biotechnology e-Library Consortium)
Subscription. The NII Subscribed resources title list provides with a link indicator to connect to the direct
Publisher site as follows:
Regular online Journals
NII has subscribed 28 journals in the field of Immunology, Cell Cycle, Biochemistry, Genetics, Protein
Science, Infectious Diseases, Endocrinology, etc. Full text access of some of the Journals are available for
the last 10 years or since the journal published the first volume.
ACS Journals
The American Chemical Society is the leading publisher of peer-reviewed research journals in the
chemical and related sciences. NII has subscribed 25 ACS peer-reviewed journals with cutting-edge
articles across a broad spectrum of scientific disciplines. The breadth and scope of ACS Publications
journals is unparalleled, stretching across chemistry, physics, and biology.
Print Journals
Institutional libraries have always been dedicated to making research and learning easier for faculty and
students. Now, to accommodate changing scholarly habits library has reduced the list of print journals
and increased the online. Only 7 Journals has subscribed in the print format . Current issues will
available on the shelf of the Library. All print Journals issues and their back volumes are maintained and
available in the Library
Annual Reviews
NII has subscribed total 12 Annual Reviews which has offered comprehensive, timely collections of
critical reviews written by leading scientists. Annual Reviews are known for the most significant primary
research literature to guide researchers to the principal contributions of their field and help them keep
up to date in their area of research. Each article is its own search engine, providing a gateway to the
essential primary research literature referenced within each topic.
Current Protocols

Current Protocols has been the leading source of laboratory protocols for over 25 years and
comprises more than 18,000 straightforward, step-by-step procedures and techniques. NII has
subscribed 8 current protocols. Current protocols basically useful for Research scholars for
pointing annotations to special considerations, tips, and detailed recipes for reagents and
solutions.

E- Books
E- Books are a brand new format designed to help you access the information you need. E-Books are
digital versions of books in print format. You can easily search for any information within an e-Book,
with the click of a button, search by contents, index, hyperlinks and keywords or store and sync
bookmarks to your important sections for quick look-up. NII has purchased two Packages of E- Books :
Chemistry Package and Life Science Package.
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